
Win-win for India, China
With reference to the editorial, “Success
at Doklam” (August 29), the resolution
of the stand-off is a diplomatic win for
the Narendra Modi government. It was
as if an iceberg had melted, with both
India and China agreeing to pull back. 

Some Congress leaders and leaders
of other Opposition parties gave a pat
on the back of the Modi government
for handling the Doklam issue without
fuss despite provocation from China.
Congress member of Parliament Shashi
Tharoor’s appreciation of the govern-
ment deserves a mention. 

The Doklam stand-off has been
described as the biggest since 1962. The
possibility of war could not be ruled out
and India was prepared to face any even-
tuality. India has realised and believes that
war is not an option. China also got a face-
saving exit. This is a win-win situation for
both the countries.

Parties hostile to the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party and its allies were antici-
pating the outbreak of a war, not because
they wanted India to suffer damage but
because they wanted an issue with
which to criticise and condemn Modi.

The Centre exercised restraint after
the diplomatic victory. But on social
media, provocative statements against
China appeared. It is in the interest of the
nation to avoid making such statements
if Sino-India ties are to be revived.

K V Seetharamaiah   Hassan

Warning after a flood
With reference to the report, “India’s
Houston: Heavy rain paralyses Mumbai;
flights, trains hit” (August 30), the city is
virtually an island. When heavy rains
coincide with high tides, it leads to dis-
aster. No power on earth can control
tides. The city’s geography is intertwined
with its structural history — reclamation. 

The city, a group of seven islands, was
made one landmass through reclamation
through the 18th and 20th centuries. But

only the minimum height required then
was adhered to. Now, these reclaimed
areas have become low-lying spots that
turn into water bodies when there is rain. 

Till the 1970s, the ground was able to
absorb rain. But with massive concreti-
sation of roads and compounds, the city
has become a gigantic cemented nuclear
waste containment plant, where no water
can escape into the ground. 

Now the maths. The city has far more
people than what its land and infrastruc-
ture can support. The infrastructure is of
the era of the British Raj, which is collaps-
ing due to lack of maintenance and disre-
pair. Natural nullahs have become garbage
pits, adding to the retention of the rain.

Along with the maths comes the lack of
civic sense and the growth of garbage, par-
ticularly plasticware, over the last four
decades. These block the stormwater drains.

All this cannot absolve authorities of
blame. After 2005, a Doppler radar was
imported. Why was it not used to predict
the deluge this time? What is the use of

declaring a holiday a day after a disaster?
The meteorology department predicts
floods after the city has drowned. The gov-
ernment, police and municipal authorities
have no clue. It would be better to hand the
city over to the Army for a decade.

T R Ramaswami   Mumbai

Exemplary coach
The editorial, “The real champion at
Glasgow” (August 29), is a perceptive one.
The way coach Pullela Gopichand trans-
forms budding badminton players into
medal winners at international competi-
tions is nonpareil. He possesses several
attributes of an ideal coach.

Gopichand is competent — he is the
second Indian player to win the All
England tournament. His commitment to
the game is total — he is said to have mort-
gaged his house to set up his academy and
his day begins at 4 am. He himself trains
and toils as hard as his players. He is a
hard taskmaster, but not a slave driver.

His behaviour with his pupils is exem-
plary. As Bruce Lee said, “Knowledge
gives you power, but character gives you
respect.” Gopichand has achieved both.

Y G Chouksey Pune
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> HAMBONE BY MIKE FLANAGAN

Stockmarket lesson from a deluge
Some stalwarts of the Indian markets are
citing the floods in Mumbai to teach lessons
about stock markets to investors. In one
such lesson, Nilesh Shah, managing
director of Kotak Asset Management,
tweeted that on Tuesday when there was
heavy rain in Mumbai, everyone was out
on the streets, which led to a panic. On
Wednesday, there was no rain, but
everyone stayed home in fear. The
underlying message was that investors sell
in panic and then don’t buy at lows due to
fear; the opposite is the right way to invest.
Three other market bigwigs, including the
CEO of Axis Securities, Dharmesh Mehta
shared a similar message.

> CHINESE WHISPERS

What’s the truth?    
Journalists in New Delhi have seldom been
such a divided lot. On Sunday, a Rajasthan-
based Hindi newspaper, Rashtradoot,
reported that Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
chief Amit Shah (pictured) had blamed the
Central Bureau of Investigation judge for
the violence in Panchkula. On Tuesday,
Congress leader Manish Tewari, during the
party’s official briefing, said Shah’s
comments against the judge, as per the
newspaper report, were made during an
interaction with journalists, who cover the
BJP. Tewari said the newspaper stood by its
report and the BJP was yet to deny it. When
a reporter, who covers the Congress for a
private news channel, tweeted Tewari’s
comment, a reporter, who covers the BJP
for the same channel, vehemently denied
it. The BJP beat reporter tweeted that Shah
made no such comment and that the
Rashtradoot journalist, who filed the
report, wasn’t present at the venue. The
BJP later said the newspaper report was
factually incorrect.

Punctuality, thanks to tech
Tax consultants and industry
representatives are happy that technology
seems to have brought about punctuality
among officials of the finance ministry in
scheduling and attending meetings. Those
outside Delhi are especially grateful. Some
of them say that until three years back,
they would seek appointments with
finance ministry officials and their staff
would get back to them, asking them to do
so through fax. When the requests were
faxed, the replies would come after some
days. Then, appointments would be fixed
later. By the time they would go to North
Block for the appointment, invariably the
official would have gone to attend some
other appointment or some other hassle
would crop up. These inconveniences have
stopped now. Appointments are fixed via
email. Officials are well aware of the
subject of the meeting and meet at the
appointed time, say some tax consultants
and representatives.

> LETTERS

Adecade back, economist Dani
Rodrik described democracy,
national sovereignty and global

integration as an “inescapable trilem-
ma” of the 21st century political econo-
my. Much earlier, in 1962, another econ-
omist, Robert Mundell, had argued that
fixed exchange rates, an independent
monetary policy and a liberal capital
account form an “impossible trinity”,
which also implies loss of sovereignty in
macroeconomic policies. Since the elec-

tion of Donald Trump as US President,
and his declared economic policy objec-
tives, the issues raised by Rodrik have
found new life.

The substance of the “inescapable
trilemma” is best summarised in
Rodrik’s recent web blog. His worry is
that “an oligarchy of financiers,
investors, and skilled professionals has
captured the polity and is using global-
isation as a way of imposing its policy
priorities. What globalisation does for
these groups is actually to expand their
political opportunities, rather than con-
strain them. In effect, globalisation
becomes an instrument for narrowing
the scope of what governments can do
(in taxation, spending, and regulation)
so as to advance the interests of this par-
ticular oligarchy”. In a way this is also
seen in our own country in different
policy areas. One example is the limits
on fiscal deficits (and public debt)
recently recommended by a panel,
which seem to be partly born out of wor-

ries about the sovereign rating. The oth-
er side is that this limits Delhi’s ability to
make required investments in the econ-
omy. On a different, though equally
important, policy issue, the rupee’s
exchange rate is probably being deter-
mined more by global portfolio capital
flows than by central bank policy.

But to come back to Trump, a few
months back, Martin Wolf argued in an
article (Financial Times, May 24), “In Mr
Trump’s case, the proposed slashing of
federal spending on areas essential to
the disadvantaged, to the quality of
essential public services and to the pro-
vision of public goods is likely to be high-
ly damaging to the welfare of many of his
supporters… (Even before Trump), the
economic forces driving greater inequal-
ity were also very powerful.
Nevertheless, big errors were made, not
least in letting the financial sector
become so dominant. The evidence also
demonstrates inequality is a choice, not
a destiny.” Chances are that, if Trump

succeeds in implementing his agenda,
finance capital would become as power-
ful as it was before 2007. The choice of his
economic policymakers suggests this:
Both the treasury secretary and the head
of the Economic Advisory Council are
ex-Goldman Sachs executives and a
major overhaul of the restrictions on pro-
prietary trading, complex derivatives etc
imposed by the post-2007 reforms are
likely to be relaxed — or at least imple-
mented with “a wink and a nod”.

As for the “real” as distinct from the
financial economy, the Trump agenda is
clearly anti-globalisation —  renegotiat-
ing the free trade agreement with Mexico
and Canada (Nafta), withdrawal from
the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the
Paris Accord on climate change, the
trade dispute with China, building a wall
on the Mexican border to reduce immi-
gration, etc. All these and the many per-
sonnel changes at the top level, the trust
only in some family members with few
qualifications or experience suggest an
ignorant, whimsical, feudal mindset.
More than one advisory council on pol-
icy issues have been disbanded.

Some comments from the global
media about Trump are worth quoting:
“He cannot gauge our times, because
his only gauge is his own self-exalta-
tion” (Roger Cohen, The New York

Times); “Trump rules over Washington
as if he were a king and the White
House his court” (The Economist, May
17); “The present White House may be
uncomfortably reminiscent of a
medieval court, with its cliques and
coerced displays of fealty, all taking
place under the watchful gaze of a rul-
ing family… Trump is a boastful, thin-
skinned praise addict” (The Economist,
June 17);  “Envoys to Washington com-
pare the Trump children to princes and
princesses in a royal court (The
Economist, July 15). Are leaders like
Trump getting elected one of the
“inescapable” costs of democracy?

Should Trump’s policies matter to
us? Perhaps not too much. Though he is
the chief executive of the world’s most
powerful country and the largest econ-
omy, at least in nominal exchange rate
terms, the USA is no longer the domi-
nant global economy. China and the
European Union are as large and the
two see eye to eye on most global eco-
nomic issues, particularly trade and cli-
mate, which are important to us — it is
free trade that has enabled developing
countries narrow the income gap with
the rich over the last 70 years.

The author is chairman, A V Rajwade & Co
Pvt Ltd; avrajwade@gmail.com

THE OTHER SIDE
A V RAJWADE

Trump and Dani Rodrik’s trilemma
Since his election as US president, Trump’s economic policy objectives
have given new life to the issues raised by the economist
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Most of the research on phone
addiction and deprivation is done on
students. It’s not just the “kids these
days”, though. At 45, I’m a recovering
addict. It’s been four months since I
uninstalled social networking apps,
three months since I last posted on
Facebook, and two months since I
turned off all notifications on my
smartphone. Before I started the detox
programme, I checked my phone
about five times an hour. That’s about
half as often as the average millennial
but about three times as often as most
people of my generation in the US.
Now, I’m down to once an hour.

I think I got hooked because of my
job. When I started out as a reporter in
the late 1980s, you used your legs to get
a story and teletype or dictation to file
it from a remote location. It got
progressively easier with email, the
internet, search engines, social
networks, and mobile
communication. I could follow
developments in several countries
through a network of Facebook
friends.  In the US, much of the high-
level political debate occurs on Twitter
thanks in no small part to its tweeter
in chief. I told myself that maintaining
accounts on every social network was
necessary for work, but that was
absurd: most of these posts and videos
were useless to me as a journalist.

I was submerged in the cozy haze of
smartphone addiction, and it’s hard to
say how it differed from substance
abuse. “Comfort kills, discomfort
creates,” wrote Jean Cocteau in his
personal account of opium
detoxication. So, like someone trying to
wean himself off a substance, I started

experimenting with discomfort. That’s
when I lost the Facebook and Twitter
apps, which were eating up most of my
screen time. I figured that out from
battery use statistics. At first, I felt such
acute deprivation that I had to open
Facebook and Twitter in a browser.
That was less convenient, and my
phone use dropped a little, but I wasn’t
able to completely swear off Facebook
for a few more weeks. FOMO — the fear
of missing out — ruined several
mornings; I reverted to peeking for a
couple of days, then forced myself 
to stop.

As Cocteau wrote, “I am not a
detoxicated person proud of his
effort. I am ashamed of having been
chased out of this supernatural world
after which health resembled a bad
movie in which ministers inaugurate
a statue.” After having kicked opium,
Cocteau still had alcohol and cocaine.
I kept updating and reading Twitter,
although I gradually cut down on
arguing with people on it — that had
been time-consuming and
sometimes emotionally draining.

Now, I’m down to 30 minutes of
Twitter a day: That’s enough for work.

We touch our smartphones — tap,
click, swipe — more than 2,500 times
a day. That’s probably 100 times more
often than we touch our partner. The
reason we do it is that the phone
constantly demands attention by
sending us notifications. 

It’s relatively easy to retake
control; I went into my phone’s
settings and banned every one of the
112 apps from sending notifications.
Now, I only check my personal and
corporate email accounts, as well as
two messenger apps, when I want to,
not when my device wants me to. 

My next goal is to be able to use it as
an electronic book reader without ever
switching from the Kindle app to the
browser or the email and messenger
apps. I expect a boost in reading speed,
another way to battle my FOMO. A
forced experiment during a two-week
holiday without high-speed internet
produced hopeful results.

© Bloomberg

You can kill the smartphone addiction
Mobile devices are easily adjustable, brains are not

We touch our smartphones more than 2,500 times a day PHOTO: iSTOCK

Income tax was introduced by the
British in 1922 as a supposedly “tem-
porary” measure to augment deplet-

ed revenues after World War I. The tax
remained through the years leading to
Independence and the income tax law
was overhauled for the first time since
Independence in 1962. Along with
income tax, in due course there came
capital gains tax, wealth tax, gift tax and
estate duty. The structure and rates of
taxation under these laws were heavily
influenced by socialist philosophy. High
to very high tax rates were accompa-
nied by a plethora of complicated
exemptions and deductions, leading to
poor compliance, corruption, tax avoid-
ance arrangements, protracted litiga-
tion and frustration for honest taxpay-
ers. At its peak, this strand of tax policy
resulted in a maximum marginal per-
sonal income rate of 97 per cent topped
off by a five per cent wealth tax. 

The first major intent to reform tax
laws was laid out by the Rajiv Gandhi
government. V P Singh, the then finance
minister (around 1987) unveiled a Long-
Term Fiscal Policy simplifying various
exemptions and laying down a direc-
tion for more moderate rates of taxa-
tion. This was the precursor to the now
well-known liberalised regime of P V
Narasimha Rao, whose finance minister

Manmohan Singh started a procession
of Budgets, further rationalising tax
rates (especially, indirect taxes). In 1994,
service tax was introduced in a tentative
manner, covering very few services. The
turning point was P Chidambaram’s
“dream Budget” (around 1997) under
the H D Deve Gowda government. It
radically slashed income tax rates and
set a firm path of moderate tax system in
India that has remained so in the last
two decades.

Near the turn of the century, under
the Atal Bihar Vajpayee-led National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) govern-
ment, then finance minister Yashwant
Sinha brought about further tax
reforms, especially rationalising the
myriad slabs of excise duties. It was dur-
ing the NDA government that the seeds
of tax reforms such as goods and serv-
ices tax and further rationalisation of
income tax were sown through the for-
mation of the Kelkar Committee. This
trajectory of moderate tax policies and
“incremental” tinkering with tax laws
continued during the first term of the
United Progressive Alliance regime that
followed the NDA in 2004. However,
the nemesis and root cause of what
came to be known as “tax terrorism”
was planted during the tenure of finance
minister Pranab Mukherjee, in his
Budget of 2012. That Budget saw the
introduction of the ill-fated retrospec-
tive tax on indirect transfers after the
Supreme Court had ruled favourably on
the matter. That Budget had a record
number of retrospective amendments,
which made one believe that a certain
kind of hubris had set in the polity of
India where the smug wisdom was that
it was “entitled” to grow come what may. 

The key features of the Indian tax
system, namely complexity in law, dis-

cretionary powers of tax authorities,
protracted litigation and a plethora of
exemptions and deductions, leading to
effective rates of tax being much lower
than the statutory rates, remained
largely unchanged.

The present

The Narendra Modi government made
its intent clear during the election cam-
paign, namely removal of tax terrorism
and bringing about stability and cer-
tainty in tax policies. To its credit, there
have been virtually no major retrospec-
tive amendments in the four Budgets
presented by Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley. Also, there have been demon-
strable efforts in issuing a huge number
of administrative clarifications so as to
avoid protracted litigation. In several
cases the government decided to close
litigation by not appealing to higher
judicial forums, where it felt that its
position was no longer tenable. Then,
we saw the “surgical strikes” to enhance
the tax base through measures such as
demonetisation, amnesty schemes, leg-
islative measures, signing of informa-
tion-sharing agreements with several
countries and anti-evasion and trans-
parency measures like General Anti-

Avoidance Rules and Base Erosion and
Profit Shift action points.

Two areas of concern remain: One,
discretion to tax authorities, which
despite the best of efforts, continues to
creep into newer legislative provisions;
second, the drafting of laws, which still
leads to multiple interpretations and
scope for avoidable litigation.

The future

Tax policy in India @ 70 has matured
from the days post Independence. In
keeping with the resolve and energy of
this government, it would be nice to see
India @ 75 with the following features:-

Tax-GDP ratio: A significant expan-
sion of tax base propelled by demoneti-
sation, GST and the use of data analyt-
ics by the tax administration should
result in an increase in India’s total tax-
to-GDP ratio (Centre and states) from
the current level of 16.6 per cent to 20
per cent. This will bring India on a par
with China and Mexico.

 Corporate tax rate (CTR): There
should be considerable scaling down of
the plethora of exemptions and deduc-
tions. This should enable a “clean” CTR
of 25 per cent (without any surcharges)
and removal of the dividend distribu-

tion tax. It would be far better to revert
to a “classical” system of dividend taxa-
tion, wherein individual shareholders
(earning dividend income above a par-
ticular limit) are taxable.

 Share of personal income tax (PIT):
While there is a steady growth in indi-
vidual taxpayers, India’s PIT share of
GDP is quite low (only seven taxpayers
for every 100 voters). Brazil and Turkey
have twice the share of PIT revenues
being contributed by India. India needs
to significantly increase its share of PIT
to GDP from the current low of two per
cent to at least four or five per cent.

 Digital tax administration: Mexico
has shown the way by becoming a
“Level 4” digital tax administration. This
requires 100 per cent compliance with
maintenance and transmission of tax
as well as detailed transactional infor-
mation in an electronic format. Using
this detailed transactional data, the
Mexican tax authority performs real-
time analysis and issues e-audits and
assessments. With increasing focus on
Digital India, India should be looking
to become a “Level 5” tax administration
with “e-matches” (of data from myriad
sources), “e-audits” (electronic audits)
and “e-assess” (tax authority using sub-
mitted data to send an “e assessment” to
the taxpayer).

 Rationalisation of GST rates: There
should be no more than three slabs of
GST rates and complete harmony of
rates between various components in
the supply chain and finished products.
Further, a majority of items should fall
under the 12 per cent rate. This will go
a long way in facilitating an incremen-
tal growth in GDP of 1.5-2 per cent due
to GST.

The author is national tax leader, EY India

The present government has brought stability to tax policies. In the next five years, a few features could be added to these policies

Tax policy of India @ 75 
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inance Minister Arun Jaitley and his entire team deserve compli-
ments for implementing a very significant and complicated tax
reform smoothly and with such fine results. Mr Jaitley announced
on Tuesday that revenue collected under the goods and services

tax (GST) in the very first month of its roll-out has crossed the government’s
target. The GST collection for July has already netted ~92,282 crore, well
above the projection of ~91,000 crore. What makes this even more creditable
is that the target has been overhauled even though one-third of the eligible tax-
payers are yet to file their returns. So it is obvious that the final tally will be
much more. In stark contrast to the gloomy predictions about the GST derail-
ing the government’s revenue targets, the first month’s performance is a ring-
ing endorsement of the GST by businesses and the public at large. Mr Jaitley
stated that in addition to the 7.2 million taxpayers who migrated to the GST
from the previous tax regime, the government had successfully added an addi-
tional 1.8 million new assessees. If one leaves out the 3.1 million who either reg-
istered in August or opted for the compensation scheme, there were 5.9 mil-
lion who were due to file returns by August 25. A very healthy 64.5 per cent,
or 3.8 million, have done so. 

However, now that the initial worries and doubts have been cast aside, it
is time to look forward to improving the GST. To begin with, the more-than-
expected revenue collection demonstrates that the GST rates are possibly too
high. As and when taxpayer coverage improves from the first month’s 65 per
cent, as it is bound to do in the coming months, there will be a significant
unbudgeted surplus on the revenue side. This is almost certain to result in a
boost to income tax revenue as well, because that tax net will almost certain-
ly widen. In fact, it has already done so.

What should the government do with the coming bonanza? It has every
right to retain the additional income tax revenue, as it will be collected on the
existing tax rates, but it should not pocket the extra money collected through
the GST. The government should focus on the next stage of the GST, getting rid
of the impost that is supposed to make up possible state shortfalls, which it is
now clear will not be there, and reduce the main rate from 18 per cent to 15 per
cent. Also merge the 5 per cent and 12 per cent rates at 8 per cent, leaving just
three rates of tax — 8 per cent, 15 per cent and 28 per cent. At a later stage, the
government could consider widening the coverage of the GST to include items
currently excluded, chiefly petroleum products, electricity and alcohol.

On the expenditure side, what needs to be ensured is that the tax bonan-
za is used well and not frittered away by the state governments, which will
receive the bulk of the money — their own revenue as well as their share from
the central kitty. State priority must be expenditure on health and education
while the additional central expenditure should prioritise infrastructure and
defence. If used wisely, even a not-so-perfect GST can be a game changer.

Sterling debut
It is time to focus on the next stage of GST 

M
umbai, India’s financial capital, has yet again cut a sorry figure
after a bout of torrential rains brought the city to a complete
standstill. The flooded streets, submerged railways, and the dis-
ruption to the lives of millions of Mumbaikars already point to an

embarrassing state of affairs. What makes this unedifying snapshot worse is the
fact that this has fast become the norm, not the exception. Notwithstanding the
fact that Mumbai received an abnormally high level of rainfall on Tuesday –
around 320 mm, which was 30 times the average and brought back memories
of the 944 mm rainfall the city received in July 2005 – the true reason why the
city faltered yet again is the official apathy of the civic administration. 

The flip side to the hectic efforts by civic bodies after the rains is a tale of
unplanned and ill-advised development such as reckless destruction of man-
groves and allowing the Mithi river to be choked with garbage. The
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) is the richest municipal corpo-
ration in the country with an annual budget in excess of ~25,000 crore and yet,
far from being Shanghai, each monsoon, Mumbai is allowed to be consumed in
its own potholes. To be sure, this type of flooding is starting to happen in sev-
eral other cities as well. Urban floods have emerged as a new challenge in recent
years due to poor drainage and unplanned infrastructure development in
Indian cities. The noteworthy events of such deluges are Mumbai (2005 and
again this year), Surat (2006), Srinagar (2014), Chennai (2015) and Bengaluru and
Chandigarh in the current monsoon season. 

While this tale unfolds in the cities, monsoon-related flooding continues
unabated in rural and semi-urban areas as well. Large swathes of rural India reel-
ing from floods, too, is not a new development. What is worrisome across the board
is the lack of preparation on the part of the state governments to deal with the
destructive effects of floods. Already, close to a thousand lives have been lost, and
crops, livestock, property and infrastructure worth crores of rupees have been
destroyed in widespread floods in Bihar, Assam, Meghalaya, Uttar Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Gujarat and other states. More damage cannot be ruled out as the mon-
soon has entered another active phase. There is no gain looking at data that sug-
gests that the overall annual economic losses due to floods, as a percentage of the
gross domestic product (GDP), seem to be on the wane. For one, in absolute terms
they are increasing; the dichotomy could be the result of a contraction of agri-
culture’s, particularly the crop sector’s, share in the GDP. Moreover, the GDP num-
bers of the flood-prone states show a sharp spurt in annual losses. 

Nearly 40 million hectares, or about 12 per cent of the country’s land mass,
is perpetually liable to flooding and this area – either in Bihar or in Mumbai – is
well demarcated. Yet, governments routinely fail in creating lasting flood-proof-
ing measures. In rural areas, for instance, they should strengthen river embank-
ments, de-silt riverbeds, regularly clean drainage channels and construct check
dams. In urban areas, the focus should be on addressing the infrastructural inad-
equacies such as too much surface area being concretised and improper sew-
erage and sanitation leading to blocking of drains. Lastly, the system of flood fore-
casting also needs to be revamped. 

Raining problems
Flooding is no longer just a rural nightmare

When a well-loved writer dies, we don’t
just mourn her passing; we mourn, also,
the books she will never write. This isn’t
just true for those who died too young, or
with just one or two books to their name:
P G Wodehouse may have died in his
nineties, having written a novel for every

year of his life — but even so one wonders
whether or not, had he been granted
another year or so, we might have been
given one more look at Blandings Castle
or perhaps at Psmith.

This is particularly true for those, like
Wodehouse, who have a created a world
of their own that nobody else could repli-
cate, or characters who are unique. When
they die, that world dies with them, and
so do their characters; we can mourn and
celebrate an authors’ completed life, but
can we mourn characters that will no
longer live, but have not died?

Some writers understand this, and
plan. They leave behind a single book to be
published posthumously that ties things
together, or leaves you with a feeling of
completion. Agatha Christie did some-
thing similar, writing in the 1940s a “last”
book featuring Hercule Poirot, Curtain,
which she took out of the vaults and pub-

lished as she felt her life drawing to a close.
There is always the temptation to try

and “finish” the notes and drafts that an
author has left behind – a temptation
which is strongest when the writer in
question is commercially enormously
successful, or when her world is one
which readers are unwilling to give up.
Sometimes, this is an enormously suc-
cessful enterprise. The best case, perhaps,
is J R R Tolkien, when all the ingredients
came together: A writer who left volumi-
nous, detailed notes, sketches, and fully-
fleshed out sections of a complete
mythology; an editor (his son,
Christopher Tolkien), who was more than
capable of reconstructing the writer’s
intent; and an audience that would never
be tired of stories from Middle-Earth. The
Silmarillion was put together in the 1970s
by Christopher Tolkien after his father’s
death, with assistance from the brilliant
Canadian fantasist Guy Gavriel Kay; it
was an enormous task, which required
bringing together notes that had been
scribbled as early as during the First

World War. It was inconsistent and clearly
not written by J R R himself, but it felt
close enough in style and purpose.

It is even easier to do this when the
author in question does not have – and let
me be charitable here – a distinctive style.
Consider Micro, left unfinished by
Michael Crichton when he died in 2008,
and completed by the science journalist
Richard Preston. Crichton’s books are old-
fashioned, high-concept thrillers which
prioritise plot and cutting-edge science
over style. Martin Amis, in a famously
scathing review of the sequel to Jurassic
Park, said Crichton was “bad at people
and prose”, noting in particular the
“thrashed and downtrodden adjectives”,
and an “anti-talent for dramatic speech
(‘Brace yourself, Sarah!’, ‘There’s no time
to waste’, ‘There’s something funny about
this island, Ian’)”. Through a “thick
canopy of authorial padding”, Mr Amis
complained of The Lost World, you could
“see herds of clichés, roaming free”. This
is, it turns out, not a difficult style to repli-
cate; the Daily Telegraph review of Micro

sniffed that “Richard Preston has done a
fine job of maintaining the low standard.
You can’t see the join.”

Sometimes, you can actually see the
join. When the fantasy author Robert
Jordan died in 2007, he had kept notes on
how his mammoth, 15-book Wheel of
Time series should conclude. These notes
couldn’t have been brief; the Wheel of
Time has about a million characters and
two million subplots, all of which fans
would demand to see resolved. Jordan
had a distinctive, writerly, sometimes
quite irritating authorial voice; but the
man chosen to complete his books,
Brandon Sanderson, decided against try-
ing to replicate it. Thus the last three
books of the series are written in Mr
Sanderson’s far plainer style — right up to
the very end and an epilogue which
Jordan wrote himself and left behind. It’s
quite startling to suddenly move from
one style back to another; it feels a little
bit like the “real” author’s resurrection.

Perhaps Christie’s solution, writing a
final book well in advance, was the best.

Many now believe she was burdened in
her last years by Alzheimer’s, or some
other disease associated with the symp-
toms of dementia; given she was among
the most meticulous writers in history, it
would be sad indeed if a last, tying-the-
threads book did not have the perfection
of all those that have gone before. Such is
the case with Terry Pratchett’s last book,
The Shepherd’s Crown. It does indeed
bring his chronicles of Discworld to a
close, and begins with the gentle, chap-
ters-long death of one of his most
beloved characters. But written well after
what Sir Terry called his “embugger-
ance” – his Alzheimer’s – had begun to
take hold, it doesn’t have the spark, the
ironic distance, and the multiple layers,
of other 40 Discworld books. But it has
all his humanism, and all his angry
determination that the world should get
better, one person at a time. I can’t com-
plain that he wrote it, and I won’t com-
plain that the publishers put it out as is.
Even an unsatisfactory last book is, in
actual fact, satisfying.

Writing a last book

For once, President Donald Trump could com-
plain justifiably of an unfair press. American
media “experts” roundly criticised his

Afghanistan speech last week, even those not just eager
to find another fault, repeated age-old analyses without
any more workable solutions.
Unless they mean, just get out.
There are wider lesson in all this,
both about international rela-
tions generally and about our
challenges, which need exami-
nation.

The fact is, as so often in life
and in history, there are no solu-
tions: When existing circum-
stances do not permit one, you
must wait – and work – for cir-
cumstances to change, mean-
while coping with events as best
possible. Getting out would only
make the future more dangerous. The American deci-
sion deserves approval – and support – for trying to pre-
vent that.

Of course there are no specifics, there cannot be.
Americans especially like timetables, but expecting
one here means not understanding the problem. It is
indeed a war that cannot be won in the commonly-
accepted sense: That could only happen when the
Afghan state became coherent and powerful enough to
overcome the Taliban, hardly a foreseeable possibility.
But the Taliban can be prevented from winning, but
only by outside intervention. Certainly, the desirable vic-
tory is when you can win a war, pack up and go home,
but it is also a commendable and desirable achievement
if you keep your enemy from winning.

Critics also labour such obvious points as the prob-
lem not being just military, but requiring political and
diplomatic initiatives. That does raise a worry: Today’s
America does not inspire confidence in any organised,
comprehensive, enduring commitment. Washington’s
moves away from what we were all accustomed to,
towards the unpredictable, are causing seismic changes
in the world’s geopolitical configurations, power equa-
tions, and action-reaction estimations. The old familiar
landmarks are gone, unfathomable currents swirl
around. 

This broader situation makes handling the Afghan-
related issues enormously more difficult. Critics of the
Afghan speech pick on the denunciation of Pakistan:
Acknowledging its age-old double-dealing regarding
terrorists, they emphasise America needs it to access

Afghanistan, also that being tough
would drive it more into China’s
hands. Both points are valid, but so is
the underlying reality that nothing
else has worked all these decades. Any
ointments sought to be applied to the
running sores caused by the Taliban
have in it the very large fly of Pakistan,
and nobody knows how to deal with it
— another problem without an evi-
dent solution. Being tough carries
obvious dangers, but nothing else has
worked either. As for China, Pakistan
may have initially intended only using
it calculatedly for advantages over

India, while maintaining beneficial relations with
America, but China has developed such a hold there, it
is difficult to see what Chinese purposes it is not willing
to serve. Short of a formal alliance to give it bases,
Pakistan is already doing what China wants.

Every objection to the American statement is valid,
except the conclusion. Indeed, who is offering conclu-
sions, except for counsels of perfection — or abandon-
ment? Only the Afghans can solve things, state-build-
ing is not for outsiders, political solutions demand
bringing in the Taliban, diplomatic solutions demand
bringing in all neighbours. All winged words, leading
where? None of the imagined outcomes are even imag-
inable unless America maintains a credible presence —
precisely what Mr Trump’s speech promises. Which
brings up the key question: Is the promise credible?

Usually, one might dare hope, but for so much else
happening in America. At the best of times, one always
wonders about American public opinion’s staying pow-
er. Staying on will be highly expensive, in casualties more
unbearably than money, the necessary politico-diplo-
matic concomitants endlessly frustrating. The Austria
example – all concerned powers accepting a neutral state
left to itself, would be wonderful, except Austria was real-
ly a two-sided, East-West problem, while here, multiple
interests clash — American, Iranian, Russian, Chinese,

even apart from India-Pakistan aspects. Actually, the
worst could be contained if the first four could devise an
understanding, which leads back to the broader global
situation and America’s role in it. That being un-prece-
dently unpredictable, how do others decide what to do to
adjust to America’s Afghanistan intentions, leave alone
the broader global equations, which are so decisive for this
problem among so many others? 

Pakistani apprehensions (inventions) about Indo-
Afghan joint hostility are wholly unfounded. India and
Afghanistan each have disputes with Pakistan but nei-
ther ever supported the other on them: We were always
wary of questioning the Durand Line, while Kabul nev-
er supported us on Kashmir. Indeed, during the 1965
Indo-Pakistan war Afghans openly rooted for Pakistan.
Certainly, there is great Indo-Afghan goodwill now, but
if Pakistan insists on alienating Afghanistan – and, of
course, India – what else can anyone expect?

What India cannot expect is much benefit from
America’s announcement. It is not that Sino-Pakistani ill-
intentions will increase, or Washington expect what we
cannot comply with, those are constants. It is that the
new American unpredictability makes an already tur-
bulent world more complex to deal with. Our biggest
handicap is our almost total dependency for advanced
weapons systems on outsiders (leaving aside other
defence deficiencies). The dubious distinction of being
the world’s largest arms importer only underlines our
vulnerabilities. Developing our own capabilities was in
any case going to take ages; the uncertainties now flow-
ing out of America look like carrying incalculable con-
sequences. It is not apparent that we as nation are alive
to this troublesome world environment — we seem
diverted by mindless, even dangerous preoccupations.
The one thing we can do entirely on our own to cope bet-
ter with storms ahead is to make our apparatus of gov-
ernance – both the decision making and the imple-
menting parts – really worthy of our country and its
challenges. Doklam’s outcome betokens the statecraft we
are capable of in the international field; it is even more
necessary at home, not least in curing the many ail-
ments of our apparatus of state action. Domestic politics
seem fixated on preventing that. One can only appeal.

The writer is a former ambassador to Pakistan, China and
USA, and secretary, External Affairs Ministry
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Afghanistan, US, and lessons for India     

The Ministry of Labour is clearly more ignorant
than the young boy at a job fair in Gwalior who
told us: “Give me a monthly salary of ~4,000 in

Gwalior, ~6,000 in Gurugram, ~9,000 in Delhi, and
~18,000 in Mumbai; my bags are
packed, so tell me where you want me
to go.” The proposal for national min-
imum wages of ~18,000 is like the
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme – a
rigged benchmark – and will murder
formal sector job creation by mandat-
ing wages not linked to cost of living.
This decision is even more horrifying
because most entrepreneurs thought
that lessons had been learnt from the
extreme short-term policymaking of
the last government’s National
Advisory Council that converted a high-growth low-
inflation economy to a low-growth high-inflation econ-
omy. This government deservedly prides itself in tak-
ing intelligent policy risks (demonetisation, the
bankruptcy code, and the goods and services tax, or
GST) while taking the long view (India’s problems
means that a 10-year plan is not 10 one-year plans). But
there is nothing intelligent or long-term about a rigged
national minimum wage; it is an unnecessary, diver-
sionary, and toxic shortcut by a ministry that has mas-
sively underperformed on reducing the regulatory
cholesterol for formal job creation. 

More dangerously, this move undermines one of
the most impactful innovations of this government
— competitive federalism. While there may be some
such thing as India’s capital market, there is no such
thing as India’s labour market and 29 chief ministers
matter more than one prime minister for massive for-
mal creation. An export labour market such as Uttar
Pradesh (where thousand migrate to another state

everyday) is very different from an import labour mar-
ket such as Kerala (which is now 9.5 per cent Bihari).
The Centre already sets minimum wages for 45 indus-
tries according to Section 2(a) of the Minimum Wages

Act of 1948. An indicative
national rate – we currently
have a national floor mini-
mum wage level of ~160 that is
non-binding on states – is
acceptable but the new pro-
posal dangerously takes away
state government power to set
wage levels for 1,679 indus-
tries. Why confiscate power
from chief ministers? 

Labour reform is contro-
versial all over the world; pur-
suing it caused a youthful

Italian prime minister to lose his public support, a
socialist French prime minister to not stand for re-
election, and popular Germany Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s unpopular opponent for national elections in
September has gained traction on his promise to
reverse the 2001 Hartz Commission labour market
reforms. Labour legislation often protect the old at the
expense of the young. Trade unions, a geriatric but
vocal minority, have cleverly positioned job preserva-
tion as a form of job creation. And countries often pur-
sue them when they run out of options; the Hartz com-
mission happened because Germany in 2001 was seen
as “the sick man of Europe”, with an unprecedented
process of decentralisation of wage bargaining dur-
ing the 1990s as its only recovery option. Japan’s two-
decade coma and low participation of women in the
labour force ensured Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s three
arrows in Japan tackled labour legislation, and the
President of France Emmanuel Macron, who has been
in office for only three months, did not get punished in

elections despite pledging labour reforms because the
French finally recognise they are in a job emergency. 

India’s job emergency needs overdue labour
reforms. Given political optics, we suggest a five-year
strategy because the 75th year of Independence is a
good milestone to acknowledge the difference between
independence and freedom. Freedom comes from
having options and the best vehicle to create options for
citizen is formal jobs. The formalisation of India driv-
en by the GST, demonetisation, ease of doing busi-
ness, and much else is making good progress; we added
10 million new Provident Fund payers and 13 million
new employees’ state insurance (ESI) payers in the
past three years. Why kill this progress and momentum
with a policy hack job like a national minimum wage? 

Over the past three years the Ministry of Labour has
not displayed strategy, stamina or sequencing, and
unimaginatively equated labour reform with tackling
Chapter VB of the Industrial Disputes Act. Its poor
performance now make it desperate but it should pur-
sue competition for Employees’ Provident Fund
Organisation (this loots employers by running the
world’s most expensive government securities mutu-
al fund and harasses employees with four times more
dormant accounts than lives one) and ESI (this is India’s
most inefficient health insurance with a claims ratio of
45 per cent and ~30,000 crore of bank deposits that
belong to employees). It should accept moving to a
universal enterprise number for enterprises instead of
insisting on a universal establishment number to cov-
er for its lack of technology. It should move all returns,
challans, registers, licences, etc online and give India
a drop dead date for 100 per cent paperless, presence-
less, cashless for 100 per cent of labour legislation. 

The national minimum wage legislation is baffling
because it negates the strategy of using the
Constitution’s Section 252 (2), used by seven states to
amend central labour laws. How can states curate job-
friendly habitats if a hukumnama from Delhi says that
the wages in Mumbai will be the same as Etawah,
Kanpur, Kishtwar, or Mysuru? The kid we met at the
start of this article said he needed four times more
money in Mumbai than Gwalior because all the kids
who went to Mumbai for ~10,000 are back because
“khaana, rehna or office jaana nahin banta (the salary
doesn’t cover rent, food and fares to go to work)”. The
only way to sustainably raise minimum wages is mas-
sive non-farm formal job creation; China has raised
minimum wages every quarter for the past four years
despite massive increases in productivity (20 people
now produce the same GDP that 100 people used to
produce in 1990) because of a massive migration to
non-farm employment (640 million since 1978). 

Legislating high minimum wages is popular with
politicians all over the world because voters believe
it is a “free lunch”, i.e., it is an inexpensive alternative
to higher taxes, has no real costs, and helps the poor.
But setting high national minimum wages has real
costs for India like lower formal employment and
sabotaging competitive federalism. But the most tox-
ic consequences of the national minimum wage
hukumnama are reserved for our youth; instead of
higher wages, their formal wages may be zero. It must
be stopped. 

The writers are with Teamlease Services

Forget toxic
shortcuts
A national minimum wage will murder the formal job creation our
youth need and corrode competitive federalism
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